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ABSTRACT

Infections associated with microbial biofilms are often found to involve hypoxic or anoxic conditions within the biofilm or
its vicinity. To shed light on the phenomenon of local oxygen depletion, mathematical reaction-diffusion models were
derived that integrated the two principal oxygen sinks, microbial respiration and neutrophil consumption. Three simple
one-dimensional problems were analyzed approximating biofilm near an air interface as in a dermal wound or mucus layer,
biofilm on an implanted medical device, or biofilm aggregates dispersed in mucus or tissue. In all three geometries
considered, hypoxia at the biofilm–neutrophil interface or within the biofilm was predicted for a subset of plausible
parameter values. The finding that oxygen concentration at the biofilm–neutrophil juncture can be diminished to hypoxic
levels is biologically relevant because oxygen depletion will reduce neutrophil killing ability. The finding that hypoxia can
readily establish in the interior of the biofilm is biologically relevant because this change will alter microbial metabolism
and persistence.
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NomenclatureQ2 25

CA: oxygen concentration on biofilm-air boundary
CB: oxygen concentration in biofilm region
CH: oxygen concentration on biofilm-host boundary
CN: oxygen concentration in neutrophil region
DB: effective diffusion coefficient of oxygen in biofilm region30
DN: effective diffusion coefficient of oxygen in neutrophil

region
hB: slab thickness of biofilm region
hN: slab thickness of neutrophil region
kB: first-order oxygen reaction rate coefficient in biofilm re-35

gion
kN: first-order oxygen reaction rate coefficient in neutrophil

region

r : spatial coordinate in spherical coordinates
R : combined radius of biofilm and neutrophil regions 40
rB: radius of biofilm region
rN: dimension of radial shell describing neutrophil region
z: spatial coordinate in slab geometry
∅B : biofilm region Thiele modulus
∅N : neutrophil region Thiele modulus 45

INTRODUCTION

A biofilm is a dense aggregation of microorganisms that are
embedded in a hydrated polymer matrix of their own secre-
tion (Hall-Stoodley, Costerton and Stoodley 2004). In the biofilm
state, microbes evade killing by antibiotics and by the host 50
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Figure 1.Assumed geometry of biofilm–neutrophil systems. (A) 1D two-layer slab
geometry in which adjoining biofilm and neutrophil layers are bounded by oxy-
gen sources on both external boundaries. One boundary is conceptualized as
air and the other as host tissue. This geometry could approximate a biofilm in
a dermal wound or in the airways of the lung. (B) 1D two-layer slab geometry
in which a biofilm layer coats an impermeable surface and is covered by a sec-
ond layer of neutrophils. This geometry could approximate the situation on an
infected medical implant. (C) 1D spherical geometry in which a biofilm core is
surrounded by a concentric spherical shell of neutrophils. This geometry could
approximate a biofilm aggregate in mucus or deep tissue.Q3

defenses (Costerton, Stewart and Greenberg 1999; Donlan and
Costerton 2002). Examples of infections that are now widely ac-
knowledged to stem from biofilms include periodontitis (gum
disease) (Pihlstrom, Michalowicz and Johnson 2005); chronic
lung infection in individuals with cystic fibrosis (CF) (Coster-55
ton, Stewart and Greenberg 1999; Lyczak, Cannon and Pier 2002);
chronic wounds such as diabetic foot ulcers, pressure ulcers
and venous stasis ulcers (Bjarnsholt et al. 2008; James et al.
2008); and troublesome infections associated with implanted
medical devices such as catheters (Passerini et al. 1992; Morris,60
Stickler and McLean 1999), heart valves (Hyde, Darouiche and

Costerton 1998) and artificial joints (Gristina et al. 1994). Biofilm
formation is thus a common microbial strategy that is con-
sidered a virulence factor in numerous persistent infections
(Costerton, Stewart and Greenberg 1999). 65

A nearly universal feature of microbial biofilms in oxic en-
vironments is an oxygen concentration gradient (Xu et al. 1998;
Stewart 2003). Respiring microbes at the surface of the biofilm
consume oxygen creating an oxygen shadow that alters micro-
bial metabolism and allows for the coexistence of aerobic and 70

anaerobic microorganisms in close proximity. Multiple lines of
evidence indicate oxygen limitation and a shift to anaerobic
metabolism in biofilm infections. Here we focus discussion on
CF pneumonia and chronic wounds.CF pneumonia and chronic wounds.

One of the most compelling pieces of evidence for hypoxiaOne of the most compelling pieces of evidence for hypoxia 75
in infected non-healing wounds is the identification of strictlyin infected non-healing wounds is the identification of strictlyin infected non-healing wounds is the identification of strictly
anaerobic bacteria, such as those belonging to the generaanaerobic bacteria, such as those belonging to the generaanaerobic bacteria, such as those belonging to the genera Bac-
teroides and Clostridia, which are commonly found in human, which are commonly found in human, which are commonly found in human
chronic wounds (Dowd et al.et al. 2008; Frank et al. 2009; Frankel et al.
2009; Price et al. 2009; Han; Han; Han et al.et al. 2011). The presence of these 80

microorganisms, which require highly reduced conditions to bemicroorganisms, which require highly reduced conditions to bemicroorganisms, which require highly reduced conditions to be
able to multiply, shows that anoxic niches occur in these in-able to multiply, shows that anoxic niches occur in these in-able to multiply, shows that anoxic niches occur in these in-
fected tissues. In addition, direct measurement of very low skinfected tissues. In addition, direct measurement of very low skin
tissue oxygenation in the vicinity of chronic wounds has beentissue oxygenation in the vicinity of chronic wounds has beentissue oxygenation in the vicinity of chronic wounds has been
reported and shown to correlate with impaired healing (Kalanireported and shown to correlate with impaired healing (Kalanireported and shown to correlate with impaired healing (Kalani 85
et al.et al. 1999; Ruangsetakit; Ruangsetakit et al. 2010). Neutrophils are known to be
abundant in chronic ulcers (Diegelmannabundant in chronic ulcers (Diegelmann 2003).

The lung is a well-aerated environment. In theThe lung is a well-aerated environment. In the CF lung,
however, thickened mucus and deficient mucocilliary clearancehowever, thickened mucus and deficient mucocilliary clearance
combine to permit overgrowth of bacteria and localized deple- 90
tion of oxygen. Invading neutrophils, the predominant inflam-
matory cells (Downey, Bell and Elborn 2009) consume oxygen as
do the bacteria (Kolpen et al. 2010). Anoxic pockets within the
infected mucosa (Worlitzsch et al. 2002) or freshly expectorated
infected sputum (Kolpen et al. 2014; Cowley et al. 2015) have been 95
directly measured using oxygen microelectrodes. Recent inves-
tigations also report the recovery of large numbers of anaerobic
bacteria from the airways of CF patients when appropriate tech-
niques are employed (Tunney et al. 2008; Guss et al. 2011; Sibley
et al. 2011; Zemanik et al. 2011). These chemical and biological Q4100
measurements are consistent with hypoxic conditions within
the lung mucus layer. Even the paradigm CF pneumonia organ-
ism Pseudomonas aeruginosa, widely understood to prefer aerobic
growth conditions, is now thought to grow under microaerobic
or anaerobic conditions in vivo in the CF lung (Costerton 2002; 105
Yoon et al. 2002; Alvarez-Ortega and Harwood 2007; Hassett et al.
2009; Schobert and Jahn 2010; Kolpen et al. 2014). Oxygen limita-
tion and a shift to anaerobicmetabolismare hallmarks of biofilm
infection (Stewart et al. 2016).

Oxygen concentration is a critical parameter for host healing 110
(Sen and Roy 2008; Sen 2009), neutrophil function and signal-
ing (Mandell 1974; Klebanoff 1980; Goldberg et al. 1995; Camp-
bell et al. 2014; Taylor et al. 2016), and microbial persistence (Bor-
riello et al. 2004; Field et al. 2005; King et al. 2010; Schaible, Tay-
lor and Schaffer 2012; Gupta, Laskar and Kadouri 2016). We hy- 115

pothesize that local oxygen concentration plays a fundamen-
tal role in the etiology of biofilm infection. Both host and mi-
crobe consume oxygen, modulate oxygen transport and actively
respond to oxygen, giving rise to complex interactions with
multiple feedback loops (Jensen et al. 1990; Jesaitis et al. 2003; 120
Campbell et al. 2014; Taylor et al. 2016). The purpose of the
work reported here is to provide a starting place for analyz-
ing the concerted utilization of oxygen by microorganisms in
a biofilm and neutrophils responding to the microbial aggre-
gate. This work expands on many years of reaction-diffusion 125

; Zemanik
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Table 1. Parameter values.

Parameter Symbol Value Source

Dimension of neutrophil layer hN or rN 20–2000 μm Diegelmann (2003); Fazli et al. (2011); Kragh et al. (2014)
Dimension of biofilm layer hB or rB 5–1200 μm Bjarnsholt et al. (2013)
Oxygen concentration at tissue interface CH 30–160 μM Spence and Walker (1984)
Oxygen concentration at air interface CA 190–250 μM a
First-order oxygen consumption rate for neutrophils kN 0.001–0.28 s−1 b
First-order oxygen consumption rate for biofilm kB 0.017–1.7 s−1 c
Diffusion coefficient of oxygen in neutrophil layer DN 1 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 Stewart (2003)
Diffusion coefficient of oxygen in biofilm layer DB 1 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 Stewart (2003)

a Air saturation at elevations from sea level to one mile.
b Rates from Bernstein, Humbert and Hliwa (1985), Green, Hill and Tew (1987) and Kolpen et al. (2010) normalized to 107 neutrophils per ml thenscaled up by a factor
of 100 to apply to neutrophil densities of 109 neutrophils per ml (Fazli et al. 2011). This calculation result in zero-order rates of 25, 28 and 70 μM s−1, respectively.
Salva et al. (1996) suggests the possibility of even higher local neutrophil densities. Ordoñez et al. (2003) reported sputum neutrophil density of 8 × 106 cells per ml.
First-order rate coefficients were determined by dividing the zero-order coefficients quoted above by the maximum concentration of oxygen in the system, 250 μM.
This concentration corresponds to the dissolved oxygen concentration at equilibrium with air at sea level.
c Upper and lower values of biofilm zero-order oxygen consumption rate estimated from (μX/Yxs)(mole/32 g)(106 μmole/mole)(h/3600 s) using ranges of possible specific
growth rate (μ, 0.1 to 1 h−1), yield coefficient (Yxs, 0.5 to 1 gX per gO2) and cell density (X, 5 to 25 gX per liter). This calculation results in zero-order rates that range from
4.3 to 434 μM s−1. First-order rate coefficients were determined as explained in footnote b above.

Table 2. Parameter values for illustrative cases.

Case (s−1) kB (μm) hB (μm2 s−1) DB, DN (s−1) kN (μm) hN ∅B ∅N Scenario

A 0.01 10 1000 0.001 10 0.032 0.01 Both ∅B , ∅N small
B 0.01 10 1000 0.1 1000 0.032 10 ∅N dominates
C 0.1 100 1000 0.01 100 1 0.32 Both ∅B , ∅N intermediate
D 1 1000 1000 0.001 10 32 0.01 ∅B dominates
E 1 1000 1000 0.1 1000 32 10 Both ∅B , ∅N large

These five cases correspond to the five panels of Figs 2, 4 and 6. The oxygen concentrations at the air and tissue boundaries have been taken as CA = 200 μM and
CH = 40 μM, respectively.

modeling in the biofilm field (van Loosdrecht et al. 2002) as
well as on computational models of host cell–microbe inter-
actions (Oremland et al. 2016). In this article, we report anal-
yses of reaction-diffusion problems in which biofilm and neu-
trophil regions adjoin each other without intermixing or over-130

lapping. The models derived herein are geometrically simple
and afford analytic solutions. Such models are clearly simpli-
fications of reality. They do not incorporate multidimensional
structures, mixed species interactions or external flows, all fea-
tures that are known to occur in some biofilm systems and as-135
pects that have been addressed in pioneering biofilm model-
ing work (Picioreanu, van Loosdrecht and Heijnen 1998; Cogan
and Wolgemuth 2005; Alpkvist and Klapper 2007; Eberl and Su-
darsan 2008). Here we extend classic biofilm reaction-diffusion
models to include host interactions in the form of an adjoining140

neutrophil layer. To the best of our knowledge, this article is the
first example of a reaction-diffusion analysis of a hybrid biofilm-
neutrophil system. The value of analytical models as a start-
ing point is that they can define overall behaviors of the system
andpoint to likely biological relevancewithout introducing extra145
complexity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We analyze theoretically three simple geometries that may ap-
proximate the distribution of biofilm (Bjarnsholt et al. 2013;
Stewart 2014) and neutrophils in vivo (Fig. 1). A classic model of150
biofilm structure is the flat slab. Here we allow for an adjoining
layer containing neutrophils to create a two-layered slab struc-
ture (Fig. 1A). Such a disjoint layered structure is suggested by
some microscopic observations (Diegelmann 2003; Zhao et al.

2010; Kragh et al. 2014). For a mucosal or dermal biofilm, one 155
boundary of the biofilm will be an air interface and the other
will be in tissue. Thus, we imposed specified oxygen concen-
trations along these boundaries. An implanted medical device
constitutes a special case of the two-layered slab. In this case
the biofilm is assumed to form a layer on the implant sur- 160
face and is covered by a neutrophil-containing layer (Fig. 1B).
The implant is assumed to be impermeable to oxygen so that
a no-flux condition is imposed at this boundary. Recent dis-
cussions of the structure of infectious biofilms suggest that
biofilms are often found as relatively small aggregates of micro- 165
bial cells intermixed or coveredwith extensive host-derivedma-
terial (Bjarnsholt et al. 2013; Stewart 2014). To capture this struc-
ture, concentric spheres of biofilm (at the core) and neutrophils
(in a shell) are considered (Fig. 1C). Simplified geometric mod-
els can often capture the overall behavior of complex systems 170
(Aristotelous et al. 2015).

First-order reaction kinetics of oxygen have been assumed
for the consumption of oxygen by both bacteria and neutrophils.
This is partly done for mathematical convenience as it permits
exact analytical solutions. First-order kinetics provide a bound 175

on the behavior expected fromamore realistic saturation kinetic
models such as Monod kinetics. The first-order approximation
of saturation kinetics leads to the maximum extent of oxygen
penetration. Thus, we anticipate that the actual occurrence of
hypoxia will be more common and more severe than the cur- 180
rent analysis predicts. Our results can be viewed as a conser-
vative estimation of the importance of hypoxia in biofilm–host
interactions.

Consider the steady-state reaction-diffusion equations in a
two-layered slab (geometries in Fig. 1A and B), 185
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Figure 2.Oxygen concentration profiles in slab geometry bounded by air andhost
tissue for five illustrative cases as detailed in Table 2. Panels A–E correspond to

the lettered cases in the table. Position is the value of spatial variable z, with z> 0
corresponding to the biofilm layer and z < 0 to the neutrophil layer.

Figure 3. Oxygen concentration within the biofilm layer for slab geometry
bounded by air and host tissue with first-order reaction kinetics presented as

a contour plot: (A) minimum concentration within the biofilm; (B) concentra-
tion at the biofilm–neutrophil interface. Blue denotes values corresponding to
hypoxia (less than 10 mm Hg oxygen); red denotes values that are oxic (greater
than or equal to 10 mm Hg oxygen). Parameter values: CA = 200 μM = 127.6

mm Hg, CH = 40 μM = 25.5 mm Hg, kN = 0.01 s−1, kB = 0.1 s−1, DN = 1000 μm2

s−1, DB = 1000 μm2 s−1, hN ranging from 10 to 1000 μm, hB ranging from 10 to
1000 μm.

DB
d2CB

dz2
− kB CB = 0 (1)

DN
d2CN

dz2
− kN CN = 0 (2)

with interface conditions

CB (0) = CN (0) (3)

DB
dCB

dz
(0) = DN

dCN

dz
(0) . (4)

The interface conditions stipulate continuity of oxygen con-
centration (Equation 3) and matching flux (Equation 4). 190

For the slab bounded by air and tissue (Fig. 1A), the boundary
conditions impose fixed concentrations

CB (hB ) = CA; CN (−hN) = CH . (5)
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Figure 4.Oxygen concentration profiles in slab geometry bounded by an implant
and host tissue for five illustrative cases as detailed in Table 2. Panels A–E corre-

spond to the lettered cases in the table. Position is the value of spatial variable
z, with z < 0 corresponding to the biofilm layer and z > 0 to the neutrophil layer.

The solutions are

CN =
cosh

(
∅N

z
hN

)
cosh ∅N

[
CHα tanh ∅B + CA

sinh ∅N
cosh∅B

α tanh ∅B + tanh ∅N

]

+
sinh

(
∅N

z
hN

)
sinh ∅N

[
CA

sinh∅N
cosh∅B

− CH tanh ∅N

α tanh ∅B + tanh ∅N

]
(6)

CB =
cosh

(
∅B

z
hB

)
cosh ∅B

[
CHα sinh∅B

cosh ∅N
+ CA tanh ∅N

α tanh ∅B + tanh ∅N

]

+
sinh

(
∅B

z
hB

)
sinh∅B

[
CAα tanhtanh ∅B − CHα sinh∅B

cosh∅N

α tanhtanh ∅B + tanh ∅N

]
(7)

where

α =
(
kNDN

kB DB

)1/1/12/2/
; ∅∅BB =

((
kkBhh22B
DB

)1/1/12/2/
; ∅N =

(
kNh2N
DN

)1/1/12/2/
. (8)

The parametersThe parametersThe parameters ∅∅BB andand ∅N are dimensionless ratios of the
reaction and diffusion rates known as Thiele moduli.reaction and diffusion rates known as Thiele moduli.reaction and diffusion rates known as Thiele moduli.

For the slab structure on the surface of a medical deviceFor the slab structure on the surface of a medical device 195
(Fig. 1B), a no flux condition is required at the implant surface,B), a no flux condition is required at the implant surface,B), a no flux condition is required at the implant surface,
which is assumed to be oxygen impermeable, and a fixed con-which is assumed to be oxygen impermeable, and a fixed con-which is assumed to be oxygen impermeable, and a fixed con-
centration is imposed at the interface with tissuecentration is imposed at the interface with tissuecentration is imposed at the interface with tissue

dCB

dz
(−hB ) = 0 (9)

CN (hN) = CH (10)

In this case, the solutions are 200

CB = CH α
cosh

(
∅B

z
hB

)
+ tanh ∅B (sinh

(
∅B

z
hB

)
tanh∅Bsinh∅N + αcosh∅N

(11)

CN = CH

αcosh
(
∅N

z
hN

)
+ tanh ∅N(sinh

(
∅N

z
hN

)
tanh∅Nsinh∅B + αcosh∅B

(12)

Finally, we consider the scenario of a spherical core of mi-
crobial biofilm surrounded by a concentric shell of neutrophils
(Fig. 1C). The steady-state reaction-diffusion equations in spher-
ical coordinates are 205

1
r2

d
dr

(
r2DB

dCB

dr

)
− kB CB = 0 (13)

1
r2

d
dr

(
r2DN

dCN

dr

)
− kN CN = 0 (14)

With interface conditions

CB (rB ) = CN (rB ) (15)

DB
dCB

dz
(rB ) = DN

dCN

dz
(rB ) . (16)

And boundary conditions

CB (rB + rN) = CH (17)

DB
dCB

dz
(0) = 0. (18)

210

The solutions are

CB = B1R
r

sinh
(

∅B
r
rB

)
(19)

CN = A2A2A R
r

cosh
(

∅N

(
r − R
rN

))
+ B2R

r
sinh

(
∅N

(
r − R
rN

))
(20)

With interface conditions

And boundary conditions

(sinhB (sinh
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where

R = rB + rN; ∅B =
(
kBr2B
DB

)1/2
; ∅N =

(
kNr2N
DN

)1/2
(21)

B1= αCH

sinh∅Nsinh∅B

(
α
∅N

rN
rB

− 1
∅B

)
+sinh∅Ncosh∅B+αcosh∅Nsinh∅B

(22)

A2 = CH (23)

B2 =

CH

αsinh∅Nsinh∅B+ cosh∅Nsinh∅B+ cosh∅Nsinh∅B

(
α
∅N

rN
rB

− 1
∅B

)
sinh∅Nsinh∅B

(
α
∅N

rN
rB

− 1
∅B

)
+sinh∅Ncosh∅B+αcosh∅Nsinh∅B

(24)

Ranges of parameter values were drawn from the literature as215
summarized in Table 1 and five specific cases representing a
spectrum of possibilities were analyzed (Table 2).

RESULTS

We calculated the spatial distribution of oxygen in systems
consisting of adjoining layers of microbial biofilm and host220

neutrophils. Because both microorganisms and activated neu-
trophils consume oxygen, their concerted reactivity determines
the local availability of oxygen. Of particular interest is the con-
centration of oxygen at the interface between the biofilm and
neutrophil layers. The availability of oxygen at this juncture is225
likely important for the ability of neutrophils to exhibit micro-
biocidal activity and is the relevant concentration for this as-
pect since this iswhere the neutrophils contactmicroorganisms.
We also examine the lowest concentration of oxygen within the
biofilm layer, a minimum that is expected to be important in230

determining a shift from aerobic to anaerobic respiration or fer-
mentative metabolism in the microbial community.

The solutions examinedhere are presented in terms of Thiele
moduli, dimensionless numbers that compare the rates of reac-
tion (of oxygen) and diffusion (also of oxygen). There are two235
Thiele moduli: one for the biofilm region (∅B ) and another for
the neutrophil region (∅N ). When a Thiele modulus is small
(∅ < 1), diffusive transport is fast compared to reaction. Con-
versely, when a Thiele modulus is large (∅ > 1), diffusive trans-
port is slow compared to reaction and steep concentration gra-240

dients can develop.
We examine first the flat slab geometry that is bounded by

air along one edge and host tissue on the other. These results
correspond to the geometry diagrammed in Fig. 1A. The illus-
trative cases presented in Fig. 2 suggest a range of possible out-245
comes. Concentration minima are predicted in three of the five
cases. Hypoxia at the biofilm–neutrophil interface is predicted in
only one case (Fig. 2E), and hypoxia internally within the biofilm
layer is predicted in two instances (Fig. 2D and E). (For conve-
nience in this analysis, we define hypoxia as less than 10 mm250
Hg of oxygen.) When the Thiele moduli are relatively small, ap-
proximately linear concentration profiles are predicted (Fig. 2A
and C). When one or both Thiele moduli is large, concentration
minima and large hypoxic zones are predicted (Fig. 2B, D and
E). The dimension of the region of hypoxia in these latter three255
cases ranges from approximately 0.5 to 1.7 mm.

Figure 5. Oxygen concentration within the biofilm layer for slab geometry
bounded by an implant andhost tissue presented as a contour plot: (A)minimum
concentration within the biofilm; (B) concentration at the biofilm–neutrophil in-

terface. Blue denotes values corresponding to hypoxia (less than 10 mmHg oxy-
gen); red denotes values that are oxic (greater than or equal to 10 mm Hg oxy-
gen). Parameter values: CA = 200 μM = 127.6 mm Hg, CH = 40 μM = 25.5 mm Hg,

kN = 0.01 s−1, kB = 0.1 s−1, DN = 1000 μm2 s−1, DB = 1000 μm2 s−1, hN ranging
from 10 to 1000 μm, hB ranging from 10 to 1000 μm.

To explore these outcomes further, the occurrence of hypoxia
was plotted as a function of the two Thiele moduli (Fig. 3). Hy-
poxia develops within the biofilm (Fig. 3A) when the biofilm-
associated Thiele modulus,ØB, is greater than about 3. Hypoxia 260
develops at the biofilm–neutrophil interface if ØB > 3 and ØN

> 0.2 (Fig. 3B).
Next, we consider the flat slab geometry that is bounded

by an implant surface along one edge and host tissue on the
other. These results correspond to the geometry diagrammed 265
in Fig. 1B. The concentration of oxygen decreases monotoni-
cally from the host interface to a minimum at the implant sur-
face in all of the illustrative cases presented in Fig. 4. Hypoxia
at the biofilm–neutrophil interface is predicted in two cases
(Fig. 4B and E), and hypoxia internally within the biofilm layer 270
is predicted in four instances (Fig. 4A, B, D and E). To explore
these outcomes further, the occurrence of hypoxia was plot-
ted as a function of the two Thiele moduli (Fig. 5). Hypoxia
develops within the biofilmwhen either ØN or ØB exceeds about

j86m697
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1 (Fig. 5A). Hypoxia develops at the biofilm–neutrophil interface275
if ØN is larger than about 0.4 (Fig. 5B).

Representative oxygen concentration profiles for the con-
centric spherical structure (a biofilm core surrounded by a
neutrophil shell) are plotted in Fig. 6. These results correspond
to the geometry diagrammed in Fig. 1C. The profiles decrease280

monotonically to a minimum at the center of the structure; the
lowest oxygen concentration experienced by the microorgan-
isms occurs at this point. Hypoxia at the biofilm–neutrophil in-
terface is predicted in two cases (Fig. 6B and E) and hypoxia
within the biofilm in three cases (Fig. 6B, D and E). Hypoxia at285
the center is manifested when ØB > 4 or at smaller values of
ØB if ØN is sufficiently large (Fig. 7A). In the spherical geometry,
hypoxia at the biofilm–neutrophil interface requires that ØN is
greater than approximately 2 (Fig. 7B).

DISCUSSION290

Locally reduced oxygen tension is a common feature of the
in vivo biofilm. We analyzed the reaction-diffusion interactions
that underpin the establishment of oxygen concentration gra-
dients in vivo. The results support the conjecture that oxygen
consumption by both microorganisms in the biofilm and host295
neutrophils can contribute to the development of hypoxic con-
ditions in the vicinity of a biofilm infection. In all three geome-
tries considered (biofilm near an air interface as in a dermal
wound or mucus layer, biofilm on an implanted medical device,
biofilm aggregates dispersed in mucus or tissue), hypoxia was300
predictedwith a subset of plausible parameter values represent-
ing ranges of the oxygen consumption kinetics of microorgan-
isms and neutrophils, oxygen diffusion coefficients, and biofilm
and neutrophil region dimensions. Specifically, realistic condi-
tions were found for all three scenarios analyzed that could lead305
to hypoxia at the biofilm–neutrophil interface or hypoxia in the
interior of the biofilm layer.

These calculations suggest that hypoxia may manifest more
readily on an implant (Fig. 5) than in a wound or lung mucosal
biofilm (Fig. 3). The reasons for this are simply that the biofilm310
on the implant is supplied with oxygen at a lower concentration
(in our analysis, 40 μM in the tissue rather than 200 μM at the
gas interface) and the implant is supplied with oxygen from a
single boundary rather than from both sides.

The oxygen concentration gradients we have calculated re-315

semble those measured experimentally in vivo and ex vivo
(Worlitzsch et al. 2002; Jesaitis et al. 2003; Kolpen et al. 2014;
Cowley et al. 2015; James et al. 2016). Depletion of oxygen to hy-
poxic levels (here taken as below10mmHgor 16μMoxygen)was
reported in five of the sixmeasurements summarized in Table 3.320
The distance over which oxygen concentrations decreased from
a maximum to minimum values ranged from 480 to 8850 mi-
crons. These distances are similar to those used in our calcula-
tions (Table 2). Oxygen gradientsmeasured inmice with biofilm-
infected wound scabs immediately after euthanization by James325

et al. 2016 found minima in oxygen concentration profiles that
resemble those predicted here (Fig. 2D and E).

The finding that oxygen concentration at the interface of the
biofilm and neutrophil layers can be diminished to hypoxic lev-
els is biologically relevant because oxygen depletion will reduce330
neutrophil killing ability (Mandell 1974; Klebanoff 1980; Goldberg
et al. 1995; Jesaitis et al. 2003). Neutrophil-mediated killing is de-
pendent in part on the generation of reactive oxygen species
from molecular oxygen. If the environment around a biofilm
contains little oxygen, neutrophils will be impaired in their335

Figure 6.Oxygen concentration profiles in spherical geometry for five illustrative
cases as detailed in Table 2. Panels A–E correspond to the lettered cases in the

table. Position is the value of spatial variable r.
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Table 3. Experimental measurements of oxygen concentrations in biofilm infection models.

Specimen System (μM) Cmax (μM) Cmin (μm) �z Source

Human neutrophils deposited on P. aeruginosa biofilm in vitro 200 0 750 Jesaitis et al. (2003, fig. 5E)
Human CF sputum ex vivo 150 0 8850 Kolpen et al. (2010, fig. 1B)
Human CF sputum ex vivo 180–290 0 900–3800 Cowley et al. (2015, fig. 2C)
Cultured human wound debridement ex vivo 219–227 3–6 700–1400 James et al. (2016, fig. 4)
Murine wound infection in vivo 250 27–55 480–700 James et al. (2016, fig. 2A)
Human CF bronchial mucus in vivo 280 4 NM Worlitzsch et al. (2002, fig 2A and B)

NM—not measured.

Figure 7. Oxygen concentration within the biofilm for spherical geometry pre-
sented as a contour plot: (A) minimum concentration within the biofilm; (B)
concentration at the biofilm–neutrophil interface. In this geometry, the minima
are always at the center of the composite structure. Blue denotes values corre-
sponding to hypoxia (less than 10 mm Hg oxygen); red denotes values that are
oxic (greater than or equal to 10 mm Hg oxygen). Parameter values: CA = 200
μM = 127.6 mmHg, kN = 0.01 s−1, kB = 0.1 s−1, DN = 1000 μm2 s−1, DB = 1000 μm2

s−1, hN ranging from 10 to 1000 μm, hB ranging from 10 to 1000 μm.

ability to generate reactive oxygen species such as hydrogen per-
oxide and hypochlorous acid. This impairment will compromise
neutrophil ability to control and eliminate microorganisms.

The finding that hypoxia can readily establish within the
biofilm layer is biologically relevant because this change in340

environment will likely alter microbial growth and metabolism.
For a facultative anaerobic bacterium such as P. aeruginosa, oxy-
gen depletionmay limit microbial growth. Bacteria that enter an
alteredmetabolic state in which the organism is less susceptible
to antibiotics (Borriello et al. 2004; Field et al. 2005; King et al. 2010; 345
Schaible, Taylor and Schaffer 2012; Gupta, Laskar and Kadouri
2016). For a facultative microorganism such as Staphylococcus au-
reus, oxygen limitation will likely cause a shift to a fermenta-
tive metabolism (Xu et al. 2016). With this shift, the bacterium
acquires an advantage as it can sustain metabolic activity and 350

continue to replicate whereas the host faces conditions that are
not permissive of healing.
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

Biofilms and white blood cells that surround them during infection both contribute
to localized depletion of oxygen.




